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Abstract
Currently adopted method of concrete pavement is durable but comes with less economy, over small scale
pavement construction this method is expensive and have some pre-construction requirements at site. A
novel method of cheap and low depth concrete pavement is cell filled concrete pavement. But this method
is prone to seepage stability and instability on maintaining structural integrity on the action of water. To
counter this issue and make more stable pavement with low depth the hypothesis of providing low depth
tension piles underneath at regular interval is described in this paper. Provision of this piles along with the
cell at regular interval can provide seepage stability and structural integrity to the pavement making it more
stable and durable to weathering actions.
Keywords: Cell Filled Concrete Pavement, Tension Piles, Uplift stability, Durable concrete Pavements,
Structural Design, Structural Analysis.

Introduction

Currently used techniques involves in laying off the polymer cell sheet onto the soil surface and
filling the open cell cavities with a proper grade of cement concrete. This method is under
experimental stage and provide the same strength at half the depth to the pavement. Some of the
issues are less stability to seepage and water weathering actions. The stability toward
maintaining the structural integrity is restricted to low loads and ideal conditions with optimum
weathering conditions. Proposed solution for providing stability is anchor the pavement to the
ground with short tension piles for increasing the stability and increase load carrying capacity
without and structural failure.
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2. Design Mechanism
Proposed design consist of a short column of rectangular cross-section with a column cap and is
punched into the soil before construction. This pile can be acted as an anchor for the pavement
to be constructed. The pile have the property of taking on tension loads by using skin friction at
its periphery. Design mechanism of friction piles is the cohesive nature of the soil to the
concrete surface. The pile are connected to the pavement at regular intervals to provide chain of
tension piles suitable or the design seepage pressure and weathering actions.
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Suitable cross section of pile for limited settlement.
Optimum depth to the pavement for the design load.
Intervals suitable for the provision of the tension pile.
As concrete is weak in tension, so provision of steel
reinforcement for tensile stresses.

5. Target Applications/ Improvements
 Increased Stability against seepage pressure.
 Increased structural integrity on higher loads.

3. Components and installation
3.1 Components
Major components are the Polymer cell sheet with adjacent
cells connected to each other. The provision of a gape at
regular interval in the sheet for installation of pile cape. Other
major components are a suitable concrete mix with a suitable
workability.





3.2 Installations
 Leveling off the ground.
 Transferring of the layout to the field with proper
alignment.
 Punching of the tension piles at specified points.
 Using Hydraulic media or hammers.
 Installation of the polymer cell sheet at proper alignment.
 Preparing of the concrete mix of suitable workability and
pre designed slump.
 Pouring of the concrete into the cell and the adjacent of
the pile cape.
 Compacting of the fill with vibratory compactors.
 Curing for 27 days with optimum standard water.

4. Design Limitations/Aspects
The design aspects involves;
 Calculation of seepage pressure at the site using standard
experiments.
 Determination of the soil properties related to water
action like swelling and contracting.
 Design of the pile cape to stand against punching shear
and crushing.

Reduction in depth from conventional concrete
pavement.
Increased economy efficiency from currently adopted
cell filled pavements.
Application for fast techniques for pavements in new
and difficult terrains with high weathering actions.
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